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a b s t r a c t
This paper describes a timetabling problem at universities, where a master course timetable is given
extrinsically and conﬂicts due to students’ course enrollment do not need to be considered. A solver for
the problem, which integrates both teacher assignment and course scheduling, is described. An initial
solution is obtained by a mathematical programming approach based on Lagrangian relaxation. This
solution is further improved by a simulated annealing algorithm. The proposed method has been tested
on instances from a university in Indonesia, as well as on several randomly generated datasets, and the
corresponding computational results are reported.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A timetable is a placement of a set of meetings in time. It has
been shown that most of the common timetabling problems
are NP-hard [1]. The focus of this paper is on the university
course timetabling problem, which has many variations due to
the different characteristics and requirements of universities. The
university course timetabling problem is identiﬁed as one of
the main types of the educational timetabling problem [2]. This
problem has been studied by many researchers since the
1960s [3]. Although the requirements and objectives vary exten-
sively according to the institutions, some common objectives
usually exist when performing course timetabling, such as max-
imizing the utilization of classroom facilities and teachers’ pre-
ferences for certain courses and time periods.
The course timetabling problem can be further classiﬁed into ﬁve
different sub-problems: teacher assignment, class-teacher timeta-
bling, course scheduling, student scheduling, and classroom assign-
ment [4]. Most research works on course timetabling only focus on a
single type of sub-problem, such as the teacher assignment problem
[5–7] and the course scheduling problem [3,8–11]. In the teacher
assignment problem, we focus on allocating teachers to courses
without considering the allocation of courses to time periods. On the
other hand, the course scheduling problem only focuses on allocat-
ing courses to time periods. It is often assumed that the allocation of
teachers to courses has been done earlier before the actual schedul-
ing of courses to time periods.
Carter and Laporte [4] described two systems of course time-
tabling: Master Timetable system and Demand Driven system. In a
master timetable system, the institution releases the course
timetable, which includes information about the sections and
times involved. In a demand driven system, the institution
releases a list of courses that are offered. Students then select
their courses from this list. The number of sections and time
periods will be determined and allocated based on the corre-
sponding student requirements.
Few researchers have focused on more than one sub-problem.
Head and Shaban [12] addressed the problem of student and course
scheduling simultaneously using heuristic functions. The proposed
approach has been successfully adopted by the United Arab Emirates
University. Boland et al. [13] also studied the population and course
timetabling problems in high schools. This problem consists of
determining the population of each class for subjects with multiple
classes, in addition to ﬁnding a session in the timetable for every
lesson of each class. There are limited research works about solving
the teacher assignment problem and the course scheduling problem
simultaneously, such as Gunawan et al. [14,15], and this paper
focuses on solving such an integrated problem.
A signiﬁcant number of techniques or approaches for solving
timetabling problems have appeared in the literature. Problems
with small size can sometimes be solved by exact algorithms.
However, when the problem size increases rapidly, the optimal
solution could not be found due to the underlying computational
complexity of the problem [3]. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop a heuristic approach for ﬁnding a good solution to
the problem within a reasonable amount of computation time.
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Recently, metaheuristics have been widely used for solving the
timetabling problem. When applying metaheuristics, the pro-
blems are usually solved by a two-phase approach that consists
of the initialization and improvement phases. A feasible solution
is initially constructed by an appropriate method, followed by
improving the solution in the improvement phase.
An example of a metaheuristic is the Simulated Annealing (SA)
algorithm that was initially proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. [16] for
solving combinatorial optimization problems. SA prevents a
search procedure from getting trapped with a local optimum by
accepting deteriorating moves that worsen the objective function
value, using a probabilistic acceptance criterion. Some applica-
tions of SA to the timetabling problem can be found in works by
Abramson [17] and Bullnheimer [18]. A state-of-the-art algorithm
based on SA for solving the University Course Timetabling
Problem (UCTP) was also presented by Kostuch [19].
Another metaheuristic that has been applied to solve real-world
university timetabling problems is the tabu search (TS) method [20].
TS uses a local search procedure to iteratively move from a solution
x to another solution x0 in the neighborhood of x, until some
stopping criterion has been satisﬁed. The fundamental idea of tabu
search is the use of ﬂexible memory of the search history, which
guides the search process to surmount local optimal solutions. The
basic elements of the TS method are the moves, the tabu list, and the
aspiration level (criterion). The tabu list consists of certain solutions
or moves that are forbidden and are called tabu moves. The size of
the tabu list has a great effect on the solution quality. It must be
large enough to prevent cycling, but it should not be too small to
forbid too much moves. The aspiration criterion is introduced in the
TS for determining when a tabu move could be overridden. Its main
purpose is to enable tabu moves that could possibly lead to an
optimal solution. The use of the aspiration criterion also allows TS to
lift the tabu restrictions and intensify the search into a speciﬁc
region of the solution space. Some applications of TS in timetabling
were presented by De Causmaecker et al. [21], Lu¨ and Hao [22] and
Valdes et al. [23].
Some researchers have attempted to combine heuristics/meta-
heuristics with other heuristics/metaheuristics to solve difﬁcult
combinatorial optimization problems. These solution procedures are
commonly referred to as hybrid metaheuristics, and they aim to
exploit the good properties of the different methods for solving the
problems. Many successful applications of metaheuristics have been
found to involve such hybridizations [24]. Some efforts in applying
hybrid algorithms to solve university timetabling problems have been
reported in Merlot et al. [25] and Rahoual and Saad [26]. Merlot et al.
[25] described an examination timetabling problem at the University
of Melbourne that was solved by a hybrid algorithm consisting of
three phases: a constraint programming phase for developing an
initial solution, a simulated annealing phase and a hill climbing phase
for improving the quality of the solution. Another hybridization of
two metaheuristics, the genetic algorithm and TS, with promising
experimental results was presented by Rahoual and Saad [26]. Some
of the other recent applications of hybrid algorithms to the university
timetabling problem were described in Chiarandini et al. [27], Lu¨ and
Hao [28], Qu et al. [29] and Wilke and Killer [30].
In this paper, a hybrid method that comprises of applying two
algorithms sequentially is proposed to solve the integrated
teacher assignment-course scheduling problem. The ﬁrst algo-
rithm employs a mathematical programming approach based on
Lagrangian relaxation for obtaining an initial feasible solution and
a lower bound for the problem as well. Lagrangian relaxation
involves relaxing certain constraints of the problem and incorpor-
ating them in the objective function with Lagrangian multipliers,
so that the relaxed problem can be solved efﬁciently.
One of the early applications of the Lagrangian relaxation
method to course timetabling is provided by Tripathy [31]. In that
paper, an algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation has been
developed for solving a large-scale problem at the Manchester
Business School. Carter [32] proposed a heuristic algorithm based
on the Lagrangian relaxation approach for solving a multiple-period
classroom assignment problem at the University of Waterloo,
Canada. For this problem, ‘‘room jumping’’ constraints were intro-
duced in order to prevent the classes from changing rooms at every
hour. These constraints were incorporated into penalty terms in the
objective function. Tripathy [33] used a Lagrangian relaxation
technique together with a sub-gradient optimization method for
solving a large university timetabling problem, and a branch and
bound procedure was also incorporated for further improvement.
This study has shown the potential of Lagrangian relaxation for
solving large scale timetabling problems and other similar problems.
In the second algorithm of our proposed hybrid method, a
simulated annealing algorithm is applied to improve the initial
feasible solution obtained from the ﬁrst algorithm. The combination
of Lagrangian relaxation with other metaheuristics is not new and
has been explored in, for example, Caserta and Quin˜onez Rico [34]
and Haouari and Siala [35] for the multi-item capacitated lot-sizing
problem and the prize collecting Steiner tree problem respectively.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such a hybrid approach
involving Lagrangian relaxation and metaheuristics has not been
explored for timetabling problems. In this paper, we also focus on
how to construct good quality initial solutions that would lead to
ﬁnal solutions of better quality as the quality of the initial solution
can play an important role for ﬁnding better solutions [36,37].
The major contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We address two course timetabling sub-problems, teacher
assignment and course scheduling, simultaneously. This com-
bined problem is known as the Teacher Assignment-Course
Scheduling (TACS) problem. The TACS problem is mainly based
on a real problem faced by a university in Indonesia, but the
individual sub-problems can be readily found in the applica-
tions discussed by the timetabling literature.
2. We provide a new comprehensive mathematical programming
model in order to represent the combination of both sub-
problems.
3. We propose a new hybrid algorithm for solving the problem. It
is based on the hybridization of the Lagrangian relaxation
approach and a simulated annealing algorithm. The main
purpose of applying Lagrangian relaxation is to provide good
initial solutions that would be further improved by a simu-
lated annealing algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a detailed description of the problem, as well as the
corresponding mathematical programming model. Section 3
describes the entire solution method for solving the problem.
An extensive computational evaluation of the proposed method,
including a comparison and an analysis of the results obtained, is
presented in Section 4. Finally, we summarize the paper and
suggest possible future research directions in Section 5.
2. Statement and formulation of the problem
Our problem is based on the master timetable system
described in Carter and Laporte [4]. Thus, unlike other timetabling
problems, we assume that the timetable is to be given extrinsi-
cally, and so conﬂicts due to students’ course enrollment does not
need to be taken into account. We focus on how to construct the
course timetable, including the sections and times involved. This
is related to solving two university course timetabling sub-
problems, namely the teacher assignment and course scheduling
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problems. In the teacher assignment problem, we allocate tea-
chers to courses without considering the scheduling of courses to
time periods. On the other hand, the course scheduling problem
involves allocating courses to time periods by assuming that the
allocation of teachers to courses has already been done earlier.
The timetabling problem that we address here has arisen in the
context of a university in Indonesia. Some common deﬁnitions and
terms for the problem are described in detail as follows. A course
refers to the subject offered to the students at the beginning of a
semester. Each course requires a certain number of consecutive time
periods of instruction. Due to the capacity of the classroom and a
large number of registered students, some courses are divided into
several sections. In every semester, the teachers are able to choose
the courses that they are willing to teach, along with their preferred
days and time periods to teach the courses. The problem of interest
is to assign the teachers to their preferred courses and course
sections, and then to schedule the course sections to time periods
over a week based on the teachers’ preferences (Fig. 1), while
satisfying the following requirements:
1. Each teacher has to teach at least one course, and each
teacher cannot teach more than a certain number of courses.
This requirement will minimize the amount of teaching
preparations required.
2. The teachers will not be assigned to courses that they are
unable to teach.
3. The university has rules limiting the minimum and maximum
number of teachers who can teach for each course, which
depend on the number of sections offered for each course. The
coordination among teachers for a course will be complicated
if the number of teachers involved is large.
4. Each course section can only be taught by one teacher.
5. Each teacher can only teach at most one course section in one
time period.
6. In order to avoid high workload for each teacher, all course
sections taught by a teacher need to be spread evenly
throughout the week. This constraint ensures that the tea-
chers would not overloaded on any day of teaching.
7. For each course, only one section can be conducted in any
time period. This requirement further ensures that the stu-
dents will have more opportunities to select the courses.
Currently, the students are not allowed to take two course
sections at the same time. This condition is not included in
our model as it only focuses on the teacher assignment and
course scheduling problems. The student scheduling problem
would be dealt separately after the university releases the
timetable and this is outside the scope of the paper.
8. The number of the course sections taught cannot exceed the
number of classrooms available during each time period.
9. Each course section requires a certain number of time periods
to be scheduled consecutively.
10. A requirement set by the university involves the number of
course sections that can be conducted every day. In particular,
this is restricted to only one section that can be conducted every
day. We also assume that the number of sections for a course is
less than or equal to the number of days in a week. This
requirement will increase the difﬁculty of arranging the course
sections for the teacher. This is because the teachers might be
required to teach more than one section for a particular course,
but these could not be scheduled on the same day.
11. All courses and their planned sections must appear in the
timetable.
The requirements of the problem can be divided into two
different categories. The ﬁrst group of the requirements (1)–(4)
represents a set of teacher assignment requirements, while the
rest of the requirements, i.e., the requirements (5)–(11), are
related to the course scheduling problem. This integrated pro-
blem can be presented as a mathematical programming model,
using the following sets, input parameters and decision variables:
2.1. Sets
I set of all teachers
J set of all courses
K set of all course sections
L set of all days available
M set of all time periods available
Ji set of courses that could be taught by teacher i, Ji  J
8iA Ið Þ
Kj set of sections of course j, Kj  K 8jA Jð Þ
2.2. Input parameters
Ni maximum load (in terms of the number of courses) of
teacher i ð8iA IÞ
C number of classrooms available per time period
Hj number of time periods required for course j ð8iA JÞ
PCij preference value given by teacher i for being assigned to
teach course j ð8iA I,8jA JÞ
PTilm preference value given by teacher i for being assigned to
teach in day l and time period m ð8iA I,8lAL,8mAMÞ
LTj minimum number of teachers who could teach course
j ð8iA JÞ
UTj maximum number of teachers who could teach course
j ð8iA JÞ
Sj number of sections of course j ð8iA JÞ
2.3. Decision variables
Xijklm¼1 if teacher i teaches course j section k on day l and at
time period m; 0 otherwise ð8iA I, 8jA J, 8kAKj, 8lAL,
8mAMÞ
Teachers Courses/Sections
Teacher 1
Teacher 2
Teacher 3
:
:
:
Teacher i 
Course 1 Section 1 
Course 1 Section 2 
Course 2 Section 1 
:
:
:
Course j Section k
Day 
1
Day 
2
Day 
3
Day 
4
Day 
5
Period 1          
Period 2     
Period 3 
Period 4 
Period 5   
Period 6
Time periods
Fig. 1. TACS problem.
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Yijkl¼1 if teacher i teaches course j section k on day l; 0 other-
wise ð8iA I, 8jA J, 8kAKj, 8lALÞ
Uijklm¼1 if teacher i teaches course j section k on day l with
starting time period m; 0 otherwise ð8iA I,8jA J,8kA
Kj,8lAL,8mAMÞ
Pij¼1 if teacher i teaches course j; 0 otherwise ð8iA I,8jA JÞ
Li number of course sections taught by teacher i ð8iA IÞ
Vi number of course sections taught by teacher i per day
8iA Ið Þ
The formulation for the integrated teacher assignment and
course scheduling problem is then given by:
½TACS1Maximize
X
iA I
X
jA J
PCijPijþ
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
X
mAM
PTilmXijklm
ð1Þ
subject toX
iA I
X
kAKj
Xijklmr1 ðjA J, lAL, mAMÞ ð2Þ
Pij ¼
X
kAKj
X
lAL
Yijkl
,
Sj
2
666
3
777 ðlA I, jA JÞ ð3Þ
1r
X
jA J
PijrNi ðiA IÞ ð4Þ
LTjr
X
iA I
PijrUTj ðjA JÞ ð5Þ
X
mAM
Xijklm ¼ YijklHj ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lALÞ ð6Þ
X
iA I
X
kAKj
Yijklr1 ðjA J, lALÞ ð7Þ
X
jA J
X
kAKj
Xijklmr1 ðiA I, lAL, mAMÞ ð8Þ
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
XijklmrC ðlAL, mAMÞ ð9Þ
X
iA I
X
kAKj
X
lA L
Yijkl ¼ Sj ðjA JÞ ð10Þ
X
iA I
X
lAL
Yijkl ¼ 1 ðjA J, kAKjÞ ð11Þ
Xijklm ¼ 0 ðiA I, j=2Ji, kAKj, lALÞ ð12Þ
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
Yijkl ¼ Li ðiA IÞ ð13Þ
Vi ¼
Li
9L9
& ’
ðiA IÞ ð14Þ
X
jA J
X
kAKj
YijklrVi ðiA I, lALÞ ð15Þ
XðHj1Þ
t ¼ 0
Xijklðmþ tÞZHjUijklm ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lAL, mAf1,. . .,9M9Hjþ1gÞ
ð16Þ
X
iA I
X
lAL
Xð9M9Hjþ1Þ
m ¼ 1
Uijklm ¼ 1 ðjA J, kAKjÞ ð17Þ
X
iA I
X
lA L
X
mAM
Xijklm ¼Hj ðjA J, kAKjÞ ð18Þ
Uijklm ¼ 0 ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lAL, mAf9M9Hjþ2,. . .,9M9gÞ
ð19Þ
Uijklm ¼ 0 ðiA I, j=2Ji, kAKj, lAL, mAf1,. . .,9M9Hjþ1gÞ
ð20Þ
XijklmAf0,1g ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lAL, mAMÞ ð21Þ
YijklAf0,1g ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lALÞ ð22Þ
UijklmAf0,1g ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lAL, mAMÞ ð23Þ
PijAf0,1g ðiA I, jA JÞ ð24Þ
LiAZ
þ ðiA IÞ ð25Þ
ViAZ
þ ðiA IÞ ð26Þ
Eq. (1) represents the objective function to be maximized,
which consists of the sum of the total preference value for the
assignment of courses to the teachers, and the assignment of days
and time periods for the teachers to teach.
Eq. (2) ensures that at most one section can be taught in every
time period for each course j. Eq. (3) ensures the correct deﬁnition
of the variable Pij where ad e denotes the smallest integer greater
than or equal to a. Eq. (4) restricts the number of courses that can
be taught by a teacher. In this model, it is assumed that each
teacher has to teach at least one course. Eq. (5) restricts the
number of teachers allowed to teach a course.
The relationship between the variables Yijkl and Xijklm is
expressed by Eq. (6). Eq. (7) ensures that for any course j, at most
one section can be conducted each day. Eq. (8) ensures that each
teacher can only be assigned at most one course section at any
time period. Eq. (9) prevents the total number of course sections
conducted per time period from exceeding the number of class-
rooms available. Eq. (10) states that all the sections for each
course must be scheduled in the timetable. Eq. (11) ensures that
each course section can only be taught by one teacher, while
Eq. (12) ensures that the teachers will not be assigned to courses
that they cannot teach.
Eq. (13) calculates the number of course sections taught by
each teacher and Eq. (14) determines the number of course
sections taught per day for each teacher, rounded upwards.
Eq. (15) helps to spread evenly all the course sections taught by
each teacher throughout a week. Eq. (16) expresses the require-
ment that each course section has to be scheduled and taught by a
teacher in Hj time periods consecutively. Eq. (17) ensures that
there is only one starting time period for each course section, and
Eq. (18) further ensures that the number of time periods allocated
to each course section meets its requirement.
The additional constraints (19) and (20) for variables Uijklm are
introduced respectively to ensure that a course section could not
be started in certain time periods if the remaining time periods
are less than the number of time periods required, and that the
teachers will not be assigned certain time periods for the courses
that they are unable to teach. Finally, constraints (21)–(24)
impose the 0–1 restrictions for the decision variables Xijkl, Yijkl,
Uijklm and Pij, while constraints (25) and (26) represent the
nonnegative integer value requirement for the Li and Vi variables.
Gunawan et al. [38] illustrated that the timetabling problems
with data sizes comparable to that of an institution can be solved
with the help of such mathematical programming models. How-
ever, the size of the model grows rapidly with increasing 9I9, 9J9,
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9K9, 9L9 and 9M9. As such, an efﬁcient method is needed to solve
the problem.
3. The solution method
The proposed solution method combines a Lagrangian relaxa-
tion procedure and a simulated annealing algorithm, and it is
performed over three phases: (1) pre-processing, (2) construction
and (3) improvement phases. Fig. 2 summarizes the pseudo-code
of the proposed hybrid method. Each phase would be described in
the following sub-sections.
3.1. The pre-processing phase (phase I)
In this phase, two different sets Ij and LMi are generated, where Ij
is a set of teachers who are willing to teach course j, and in which
the given course preferences for each teacher iA Ij to each course j
are sorted in non-increasing order. The given time period prefer-
ences (day l and time periodm) for each teacher iA I are also sorted
in non-increasing order of PTilm value and represented by LMi.
3.2. The construction phase (phase II)
The second phase of the hybrid method is used primarily to
obtain an initial feasible solution. However, as reported in
Gunawan et al. [14], computational difﬁculties are encountered
for some large datasets. The consecutiveness requirement
(Requirement 9 in Section 3) is identiﬁed as a major source of
complexity in [TACS1] as it converts the problem from a poly-
nomially solvable problem to an NP-hard problem [3,39].
We decide to relax the constraints related to this requirement
from [TACS1] and would only take them into consideration during
the process of generating an initial feasible solution. Here, we
propose a new solution approach, which is based on an initial
relaxation of these constraints, followed by a decomposition of the
problem into smaller sub-problems to solve. Thus, we are propos-
ing another mathematical programming model by removing the
consecutiveness requirements, which is denoted as [TACS2].
[TACS2] Maximize objective function (1)
subject to Constraints (2)–(15), (18), (21), (22), (24)–(26)
The [TACS2] problem is then decomposed into the teacher
assignment [TA] and course scheduling [CS] sub-problems, which
would be solved in a three-stage relaxation procedure. The details
of each stage are provided next.
3.2.1. The ﬁrst stage
The ﬁrst stage focuses on solving the teacher assignment sub-
problem. It has been shown that the teacher assignment problem
can be easily solved by a mathematical programming approach
[14]. We propose another mathematical programming model
which represents this sub-problem, denoted as [TA]. It involves
deﬁning the following additional decision variables:
Qijk¼1 if teacher i teaches course j section k; 0 otherwise
ð8iA I,8jA J,8kAKjÞ
½TAMaximize T ¼
X
iA I
X
jA J
PCijPij ð27Þ
subject to
1r
X
jA J
PijrNi ðiA IÞ ð28Þ
LTjr
X
iA I
PijrUTj ðjA JÞ ð29Þ
X
iA I
Q ijk ¼ 1 ðjA J, kAKjÞ ð30Þ
Qijk ¼ 0 ðiA I, j=2Ji, kAKjÞ ð31Þ
Pij ¼
X
kAKj
Q ijk
Sj
2
666
3
777 ðiA I, jA JÞ ð32Þ
QijkAf0,1g ðiA I, jA J, kAKjÞ ð33Þ
PijAf0,1g ðiA I, jA JÞ ð34Þ
The objective function (27) only focuses on maximizing the
total course preference values denoted by T. Eqs. (28)–(31) refer to
the requirements of the teacher assignment problem, and they are
similar to Eqs. (4), (5), (11) and (12), respectively. Eq. (32) refers to
the relationship of variables Pij and Qijk. Note that Eq. (32)
is non-linear, which can be linearized by the following equation:
SjðeþPij1Þr
X
kAKj
Q ijkrPijSj ðiA I, jA JÞ ð32aÞ
Here, eis a very small number such that eominjf1=Sjg.
Constraints (33) and (34) represent the integrality constraints
for the decision variables Pij and Qijk. The decision variable Qijk is
The Hybrid Algorithm: 
(1)   Set up sets Ij and LMi
(2)   Solve [TA] model 
(3)   Set the number of iteration, h = 0 and Lagrangian multiplier, λ = 0 
(4)   While h < hmax, do
(5)    Solve [CSP 1] and [CSP 2] models 
(6)    Obtain the upper bound of [CSP 1] model 
(7) If the upper bound is better than the best upper bound obtained so far 
(8)     Update the best upper bound 
(9)    Apply the sub-gradient search method 
(10) h h + 1 
(11) If h is a multiple of NH
(12)    Find a feasible solution using a Lagrangian heuristic 
(13) If the solution obtained is better than the best feasible solution obtained so far 
(14)    Update the best feasible solution 
(15) Set the number of iteration, no_iter = 0  
(16) While no_iter < max_iter do
(17)   Apply the modified SA Algorithm 
(18) no_iter no_iter + 1 
Fig. 2. The hybrid method.
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used as the starting point in the next sub-problem, which is the
course scheduling sub-problem.
3.2.2. The second stage
In the course scheduling sub-problem, we propose a mathe-
matical programming model, denoted as [CSP], by considering the
requirements of this sub-problem.
½CSPMaximize CSP¼
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lAL
X
mAM
PTilmXijklm ð35Þ
subject toX
lAL
Yijkl ¼Qijk ðiA I, jA J, kAKjÞ ð36Þ
X
iA I
X
kAKj
Yijklr1 ðjA J, lALÞ ð37Þ
X
iA I
X
kAKj
X
lA L
Yijkl ¼ Sj ðjA JÞ ð38Þ
X
iA I
X
lAL
Yijkl ¼ 1 ðjA J, kAKjÞ ð39Þ
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
Yijkl ¼ Li ðiA IÞ ð40Þ
Vi ¼
Li
9L9
& ’
ðiA IÞ ð41Þ
X
jA J
X
kAKj
YijklrVi ðiA I, lALÞ ð42Þ
X
mAM
Xijklm ¼ YijklHj ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lALÞ ð43Þ
X
iA I
X
kAKj
Xijklmr1 ðjA J, lAL, mAMÞ ð44Þ
X
jA J
X
kAKj
Xijklmr1 ðiA I, lAL, mAMÞ ð45Þ
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
XijklmrC ðlAL, mAMÞ ð46Þ
X
iA I
X
lAL
X
mAM
Xijklm ¼Hj ðjA J, kAKjÞ ð47Þ
YijklAf0,1g ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lALÞ ð48Þ
LiAZ
þ ðiA IÞ ð49Þ
ViAZ
þ ðiA IÞ ð50Þ
XijklmAf0,1g ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lAL, mAMÞ ð51Þ
The objective function CSP in (35) only reﬂects the time
preferences. An additional constraint (36) is introduced in order
to relate the additional decision variables Qijk to this sub-pro-
blem. This constraint ensures that only the course sections
allocated to the teachers will be scheduled on a particular day.
The rest of the constraints are identical to that of the course
scheduling constraints in [TACS1].
A direct mathematical programming approach may not solve
the [CSP] to obtain an optimal solution due to the complexity of
the problem. Therefore, we proposed a Lagrangian relaxation
approach for solving the course scheduling problem. The main
purpose of introducing such a relaxation approach is to construct
good initial feasible solutions that would be treated as the lower
bound of the original problem. In Section 5, we will show that the
initial feasible solutions generated by this Lagrangian relaxation
approach lead to better ﬁnal solutions when compared with those
that are initially generated by a heuristic [14].
The approach essentially relaxes the original problem by
removing certain constraints and incorporating them in the
objective function using Lagrangian multipliers. For any given
set of multipliers, an upper bound on the [CSP] is derived from the
relaxed problem’s objective function. This approach is applied
iteratively until it reaches the maximum number of iterations
allowed, hmax.
Consider the Lagrangian relaxation procedure of dualizing
constraint (43) of [CSP] by using the Lagrangian multipliers lijkl.
The relaxed problem, denoted as [CSP0], is given below:
½CSP0Maximize CSP0ðkÞ ¼
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lAL
X
mAM
PTilmXijklm
þ
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
lijkl YijklHj
X
mAM
Xijklm
 !
¼
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lAL
X
mAM
ðPTilmlijklÞXijklmþ
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
lijklðYijklHjÞ
ð52Þ
subject to Constraints (36)–(42), (44)–(51)
The [CSP0] model is decomposed into two independent sub-
models. The ﬁrst sub-model [CSP01] is the model of creating daily
schedules of the course sections, while the second sub-model
[CSP02] is that of scheduling the course sections to the time
periods. For the given values of Qijk and lijkl, the following sub-
models are solved:
½CSP01Maximize CSP01ðlÞ ¼
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
lijklðYijklHjÞ ð53Þ
subject to Constraints (36)–(42), (48)–(50)
½CSP02Maximize CSP02ðkÞ ¼
X
iA I
X
jA J
X
kAKj
X
lA L
X
mAM
ðPTilmlijklÞXijklm
ð54Þ
subject to Constraints (44)–(47), (51)
The objective function value of CSP0(k) can be computed by
adding the solution values of [CSP01] and [CSP02], denoted by
CSP01(k) and CSP02(k), respectively, i.e.,CSP0(k)¼CSP01(k)þ
CSP02(k). This value provides an upper bound for [CSP]. Finally,
the upper bound for [TACS2], as well as [TACS1], is calculated by
TþCSP0(k). Fig. 3 summarizes how the original mathematical
programming model [TACS1] is decomposed into the subsequent
mathematical programming models.
[TACS2] Model
[TA] Model [CSP] Model
[CSP ] Model
[CSP 2] Model[CSP 1] Model
[TACS1] Model 
Fig. 3. Framework of the construction phase.
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Improved objective function values can be obtained by ﬁnding
good values for the Lagrangian multipliers, and the following dual
problem [D] is used for this purpose.
½D Minimizelijkl CSP0ðkÞ ð55Þ
We apply the sub-gradient optimization algorithm described
in Fisher [37] to solve [D]. At each iteration of the algorithm, the
best upper bound would be updated if the upper bound generated
improves the current upper bound. The multipliers are updated
with the following method:
lijkl’lijklþy
ðPmAMXijklmYijklHjÞ
:DIFF:2
ðiA I, jA J, kAKj, lALÞ
ð56Þ
where DIFF is the vector of differences between the left-hand-side
and the right-hand-side of constraint (43), and ::: denotes the
norm of a vector. Here, y is the step size that is determined by
y¼ dðCSP0ðlÞznÞ, where d is a step-size multiplier such that
0rdr2, and z* is the lower bound corresponding to the best
known (heuristic) solution to the original [CSP0]. Initially, the
value of d is set to 2 [40], and it would be adjusted by the
following formula: d’0:5 d whenever the objective function
value of [CSP0] fails to improve in a speciﬁed number of iterations.
3.2.3. The third stage
Since the results obtained might not be feasible to [TACS2] and
to the original problem [TACS1], we propose an additional
constructive heuristic that is similar to the Lagrangian heuristic
in [40] for the third stage. In this stage, we include the consecu-
tiveness constraints in order to construct a feasible solution.
Since the solutions of both sub-models ([CSP01] and [CSP02])
may be infeasible to [CSP0], especially to [CSP], we develop a
heuristic procedure to convert an infeasible solution to a feasible
one. As our main focus is to generate an initial feasible solution in
the improvement phase, we also include the consecutiveness
constraints that have been removed earlier in [CSP0]. In the end,
this best solution can also be treated as the lower bound of the
original course scheduling problem with the consecutiveness
constraints. The heuristic procedure is executed once, after a
pre-speciﬁed number of iterations (NH), and it consists of two
processes.
In the ﬁrst process, we check the feasibility of the solution from
the results obtained by the Lagrangian relaxation approach. Note
that the values of the variables Yijkl and Xijklm obtained from solving
[CSP01] and [CSP02] might not be feasible to the original problem.
We ﬁrst deﬁne two different decision variables Y 0ijkl and X
0
ijklm (with
the default values of zero) that represent the ﬁnal solutions of the
construction phase. These variables would then be treated as an
initial feasible solution in the improvement phase.
We ﬁrst check whether each decision variable Yijkl (with a
value of 1) and the corresponding decision variablesXijklm satisfy
the relationship requirement (Eq. (6)) and the consecutiveness
requirements (Eqs. (16), (17) and (19),(20)). If these requirements
are satisﬁed, we set the corresponding variables Y 0ijkl and Xijklm to
be equal to 1; otherwise, the values of these variables would
remain as zero. At the end of the ﬁrst process, we obtain two
different sets that are deﬁned by
S1 ¼ fði,j,kÞ9Yijkl ¼ Y 0ijkl ¼ 1, iA I, jA J, kAKj, lALg ð57Þ
S2 ¼ fði,j,kÞ9Yijkl ¼ 1,Y 0ijkl ¼ 0, iA I, jA J, kAKj, lALg ð58Þ
Here, S1 represents a set of course sections that have already been
scheduled, while S2 represents a set of course sections that have
not been scheduled yet. The details of the ﬁrst process are
presented in Fig. 4.
A second process called the Add-Drop process is then applied
to ensure the feasibility of the solution, especially the ones in set
S2. It is similar to the method applied by Kim and Kim [41] for
solving a multi-period inventory and distribution planning pro-
blem. For each Yijkl in S2, we perform a complete enumeration
procedure to ﬁnd the other corresponding variables Xijklm that
satisfy the relationship and the consecutiveness requirements.
Thus, the process is started by selecting one element (i, j, k) from
S2. This would represent that teacher i teaches course j section k.
The process is continued by examining the ﬁrst element of LMi as
the selected day and the starting time period. We examine
whether that particular day li and the time periods from mi to
(miþHj –1) satisfy the following constraints:
 The last period for course j section k does not exceed the last
time period for each day.
 For course j, at most one section can be conducted per day
(constraint (37)).
 The number of course sections taught by teacher i on day l has
to be less than or equal to the maximum number of course
sections taught per day, Vi (constraint (42)).
Fig. 4. The ﬁrst process of the Lagrangian heuristic.
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 For course j, at most one section can be taught at time period
m (constraint (44)).
 Teacher i can only be assigned at most one course section on
day l time period m (constraint (45)).
 The number of course sections taught on day l time period m
cannot exceed the number of classrooms available (constraint
(46)).
If the ﬁrst element of LMi satisﬁes the above-mentioned
constraints, we set the corresponding variables Y 0ijkl and X
0
ijklm to 1,
remove element (i, j, k) from S2 and allocate that element to S1.
However, if the ﬁrst element of LMi is not feasible, the next
element in LMi with less preference value would be considered.
Suppose we could not ﬁnd any feasible element in LMi. We would
then need to relax some requirements, such as constraints (37)
and (44), and ﬁnd the best possible allocation, i.e., any element of
LMi that violates as few constraints as possible. Therefore, we
impose some penalty values for such infeasible solutions. This
process is repeated until S2¼Ø. The details of the second process
are presented in Fig. 5.
3.3. The improvement phase (phase III)
The improvement phase involves improving the initial solu-
tion generated at the end of the previous phase. We apply a
simulated annealing (SA) algorithm. The main difference of the
standard SA and the proposed SA lies in the additional properties
and strategies applied, as well as the move selection (evaluation)
process introduced.
The standard SA has some drawbacks, such as having com-
pletely memoryless, excessive or unnecessary moves during high
temperatures. Owing to the random nature of SA, potentially good
solutions can often be missed [42]. In order to minimize these
drawbacks, several tabu search features, such as the intensiﬁca-
tion strategy, tabu list and aspiration level are embedded in the
algorithm for further solution improvement.
The intensiﬁcation strategy is an intermediate function that
provides some interplay between ‘‘learning’’ and ‘‘unlearning’’
[20]. The main idea behind the concept of the intensiﬁcation
strategy is that the portions of the search space that appear
‘‘promising’’ should be explored more thoroughly in order to
make sure that the best solutions are indeed found.
The concept of the tabu list for keeping track of the last visited
movement and avoiding cycles is introduced. A tabu list is added
in the acceptance-rejection process (evaluation process) of SA in
order to avoid excessive or unnecessary moves, especially during
high temperatures. When a move belongs to the tabu list at any
iteration, it would not be accepted, unless a tabu move passes the
aspiration criterion or provides a better objective function value.
The SA search process is deﬁned by two operations: (1) re-
allocating the teachers to the courses and course sections and
(2) re-scheduling the changes to the days and time periods. Thus,
both the teacher assignment and course scheduling problems are
being evaluated consecutively.
We start the process by randomly choosing course j that is
currently taught by teacher i1, followed by ﬁnding another new
teacher i2a i1 : i2A Ij without violating the maximum load con-
straint. Teacher i2 could be added to the list of teachers who teach
course j and could take over some of the course sections that are
currently taught by teacher i1, or teacher i2 could fully replace
teacher i1 for course j. These two possibilities are chosen
randomly.
The teacher assignment objective function value is then
evaluated (Fig. 6). In the standard simulated annealing algorithm,
a deteriorating move would be evaluated by using a probabilistic
acceptance criterion. To avoid excessive or unnecessary moves
which will deteriorate the objective function value especially
during high temperatures, we include an additional evaluation
step after the probabilistic acceptance calculation. When a move
belongs to the tabu list for a given iteration, it is not allowed to be
accepted, i.e., only a non-tabu move can be accepted. It means
that we only accept a non-tabu move or a move which satisﬁes
the aspiration criterion (provides a better allocation than the
previous one). The tabu list in the ﬁrst operation is denoted as
tabu1, which contains the pairs of teacher i and course j visited in
the last length1 iterations.
If the teacher re-allocation is accepted, we continue to ﬁnd a
new set of days and time periods for re-scheduling the changes.
The course scheduling objective function value is then evaluated.
We also introduce another tabu list for this operation (tabu2),
which contains a list of {teacher i, course j, section k, day l, and
starting time period m} visited in the last length2 iterations.
Suppose the teacher re-assignment is rejected. We still pro-
ceed with randomly choosing section k of course j, where kAKj.
This course section will then be allocated to the other time
The second process: (Complete the feasible solution) 
(1)   For ( ) 2S∈∀ kj,i, do
(2) Let 1=t
(3)    Set d = tth day element of LMi and start_time = tth time period element of LMi
(4) If the above-mentioned constraints are satisfied 
(5)        Set 1=′= ijkdijkd YY and 0=ijklY
(6)       For u = start_time to ( )1−+ jHstart_time
(7)       Set 1=′ijkluX
(8)       ( ){ }kj,i,SS ∪= 11 and ( ){ }kj,i,SS \22 =
(9)     Else 
(10) If MLt ×≤ , 1+= t:t , return to (3)
(11) Else
(12)     Relax some of the constraints violated and find the best possible allocation ( ) iLMstart_timed, ∈ , where d and 
start_time represent the selected day and the starting time period respectively 
(13)        Set 1=′= ijkdijkd YY and 0=ijklY
(14)        For  u = start_time to ( )1−+ jHstart_time
(15)         Set 1=′ijkluX
(16)        ( ){ }kj,i,SS ∪= 11 and ( ){ }kj,i,SS \22 =
Fig. 5. The second process of the Lagrangian heuristic.
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periods. The operation is also continued by evaluating the course
scheduling objective function value and checking the tabu list,
tabu3 (Fig. 6). In this operation, the tabu list only contains a list of
{course j, day l, and starting time period m} that would be
forbidden in the last length3 iterations. It is important to note
that the acceptance-rejection process of SA is conducted at the
end of each operation.
Here, Tn is the temperature at iteration n and we apply the
geometric cooling schedule with a constant cooling factor a, i.e.,
Tnþ1 ¼ aTn. The entire evaluation process of the SA algorithm for
both the teacher assignment and course scheduling problems is
represented in Fig. 7. We denote S1, y,Sx to be the possible
neighborhood moves of the ﬁrst operation, while we denote T1,
y, Tv, Tx, y,Tz to be the possible neighborhood moves of the
second operation.
As mentioned earlier, we have also implemented the intensi-
ﬁcation strategy to explore and intensify the search in promising
regions. The search process is started from the best solution
obtained so far if there is no improvement of the solutions
obtained within a certain number of consecutive iterations (limit).
Finally, the entire SA algorithm will terminate after a predeter-
mined number of iterations, max_iter.
4. Computational results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, compu-
tational experiments were performed on several random problem
datasets and two real problem datasets from a university in
Indonesia. The proposed method has been implemented using
Cþþ and executed on a 2.6 GHz Intel Pentium IV PC with
512 MB of RAM under the Microsoft Windows XP Operating
System. The mathematical models [TA], [CSP01] and [CSP02] are
solved by CPLEX 10.0. The details about how the random datasets
were generated are summarized below.
4.1. Experimental setup
Two different groups of datasets with distinct characteristics
(Groups I and II) were generated with varying values of the following
parameters: number of teachers, number of courses, maximum load
per teacher and number of classrooms available per time period. The
number of days per week is assumed to be ﬁve days and the number
of time periods per day is assumed to be eight periods, except for
problem type 55 where the number of time periods per day is only
four periods. Each dataset consists of three randomly generated
problem instances. For Group I datasets, the number of sections for
each course is set to a ﬁxed number, while the number of sections for
each course varies in the Group II datasets.
In order to ensure feasibility of the problem instances being
solved, the following formulae are used for calculating the
maximum number of courses taught (load) per teacher and the
number of classrooms available:
NiZ
9J9
9I9
& ’
ð8iA IÞ ð59Þ
CZ
9J9maxjA JKj
9L9 9M9
& ’
ð60Þ
For each dataset, we assume that Ni is a constant, i.e., Ni¼N for
all i, where N is a positive integer. The main differences between
the two groups of datasets lie in the number of teachers and
courses. In Group I, the number of teachers and the number of
courses are equal, while both numbers are different in Group II.
We also have two real problem datasets obtained from a uni-
versity in Indonesia. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of
each dataset, including the real problem datasets.
Table 2 gives the values of the parameters used in the
computational study. These values are determined experimen-
tally to ensure a compromise between computation time and
solution quality. Thus, additional tests have been conducted to
ﬁnd suitable parameter values.
4.2. Results
Initially, we have attempted to solve the [TACS] model directly by
using ILOG OPL Studio 4.2. We tested a total of 48 different randomly
generated problem instances, but the optimal solutions can only beFig. 6. Acceptance-rejection process of SA.
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Fig. 7. Two operations of the SA search process.
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obtained for instances in Group I and some instances in Group II. For
other instances, we only present the best solution found within 24 h,
and there is even one problem instance of 3060_1 which we were
not able to ﬁnd an integer solution within 24 h.
For each instance, the proposed method was executed 20 times
with different random seeds. The overall results are shown in
Tables 3 and 4 for the problem instances of Groups I and II,
respectively. We summarize the average objective function value
obtained, the best objective function value obtained and the average
CPU time required (in seconds). These results are compared with the
best known solutions or the optimal solutions generated by ILOG
OPL Studio 4.2, as well as the results obtained by another algorithm
SA1 in [15] and a tabu search algorithm (TS). Algorithm SA1 is also
mainly based on a generic simulated annealing algorithm.
The major difference between our proposed method and the
algorithm SA1 is how the initial feasible solution is being constructed
in the construction phase. An integer programming approach and a
greedy heuristic are used for constructing an initial solution, while a
Lagrangian relaxation approach is used in our proposed algorithm. To
ensure a fair performance comparison among the algorithms, we use
the same parameter settings for all the algorithms (Table 2).
For further comparison purposes, we also solved both the
teacher assignment and course scheduling problems separately
for the problem instances in Table 3. The teacher assignment
problem was initially solved and the results obtained were used
as inputs for the course scheduling problem. It can be seen from
Table 3 that solving both sub-problems separately is inferior in
performance than the proposed hybrid method in terms of the
objective function values obtained.
For each experiment, the proposed hybrid method is found to
have better performance in the average and best objective function
values when compared with the algorithms SA1 and TS. Based on the
average CPU times, we observe that the algorithm SA1 [15] requires
shorter computation times than the hybrid method in all the
instances. This is due to the difference in the construction phases of
both algorithms. Algorithm SA1 only applies a simple greedy heuristic
in order to construct an initial feasible solution, while the hybrid
algorithm applies the Lagrangian relaxation approach. Note that both
the SA1 and the hybrid algorithm require similar CPU times in the
improvement phase since both of them apply the same simulated
annealing algorithm. Algorithm TS requires shorter computation
times since it is only a pure tabu search algorithm.
The solutions obtained by the proposed method were further
compared with those obtained by the algorithms SA1 and TS in
Table 5 using the best known solutions or the optimal solutions
obtained. In particular, the comparison is performed by calculat-
ing the percentage deviation of the best and the average objective
function values of both algorithms from the best known/optimal
objective value, which are denoted as F1 and F2, respectively.
We notice that the proposed hybrid method is able to provide
better solutions when compared to the algorithm SA1, as indicated by
the values of F1 and F2. These values do not exceed 9.83% and 8.06%,
respectively for the proposed method, while these values can both go
up to 21.57% for the algorithm SA1. For most of the instances in Group
I, the proposed hybridmethod is able to provide the optimal solutions.
The proposed hybrid method also provides better solutions when
compared to TS (Table 5). Although the proposed hybrid algorithm
requires longer average CPU times, the Lagrangian relaxation
Table 1
The characteristics of datasets.
Dataset Number of
teachers 9I9
Number of
courses 9J9
Minimum number
of sections minj Kj
Maximum number
of sections maxj Kj
Number of
days 9L9
Number of time
periods per day 9M9
Maximum load
per teacher N
Number of
classrooms
available C
Real 1 46 48 1 5 5 8 4 8
Real 2 35 45 1 5 5 8 4 8
55_1 5 5 2 2 5 4 1 4
55_2 5 5 2 2 5 4 2 4
1010_1 10 10 2 2 5 8 1 4
1010_2 10 10 2 2 5 8 2 4
1515_1 15 15 2 2 5 8 1 6
1515_2 15 15 2 2 5 8 2 6
2020_1 20 20 2 2 5 8 1 8
2020_2 20 20 2 2 5 8 2 8
1020_1 10 20 2 3 5 8 4 10
1020_2 10 20 2 4 5 8 4 10
2030_1 20 30 2 3 5 8 3 15
2030_2 20 30 2 4 5 8 3 15
2040_1 20 40 2 3 5 8 4 15
2040_2 20 40 2 4 5 8 4 15
3060_1 30 60 2 3 5 8 4 20
3060_2 30 60 2 4 5 8 4 20
Table 2
Parameter setting.
Parameter Value
Total number of iterations, no_iter 9I9 9L9 9M9
Initial temperature T0 10,000
Number of neighbor moves at each temperature Tn 9I9 9L9 9M9
Cooling factor a 0.95
Number of non-improving iterations allowed, Limit 0.05 9I9 9L9 9M9
Length of tabu1, length1 0.25 9I9 for Group I datasets, 0.5 9I9 for Group II datasets
Length of tabu2, length2 9L9 for Group I datasets, 2 9L9 for Group II datasets
Length of tabu3, length3 9L9 for Group I datasets, 2 9L9 for Group II datasets
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Table 3
Computational results of proposed method and other solution approaches for Group I problem instances.
Dataset No Solution obtained by commercial software Algorithm SA1 [40] Tabu search Hybrid method
Objective function
value for separate
model solving
Objective
function
value
CPU time
(seconds)
Initial
objective
function
value
Average
objective
function
value
Best
objective
function
value
Average
CPU time
(seconds)
Initial
objective
function
value
Average
objective
function
value
Best
objective
function
value
Average
CPU time
(seconds)
Initial
objective
function
value
Average
objective
function
value
Best
objective
function
value
Average
CPU time
(seconds)
55_1 1 1100 1130 2.4 800 1100 1100 0.8 800 1130 1130 0.1 880 1130 1130 0.1
2 880 1040 1.6 780 1040 1040 0.8 780 850 880 0.2 830 1040 1040 0.2
3 800 1020 2.0 800 1012 1020 0.8 800 800 800 0.1 800 1020 1020 0.1
55_2 1 1110 1290 2.5 1000 1290 1290 0.7 1000 1130 1130 0.1 1030 1290 1290 0.2
2 1000 1110 2.3 770 1097 1110 0.7 770 994 1040 0.1 870 1110 1110 0.2
3 1130 1210 2.3 690 1210 1210 0.7 690 1100 1200 0.2 960 1210 1210 0.1
1010_1 1 1800 2260 11.6 1390 2242.5 2260 5.4 1390 1820 1820 4.1 1790 2260 2260 5.7
2 2020 2200 22.2 1660 2200 2200 5.9 1660 2000 2040 4.8 1760 2200 2200 5.4
3 1790 2020 12.5 1550 2019 2020 5.6 1550 1950 1950 4.9 1610 2020 2020 7.6
1010_2 1 2650 2860 50.0 2120 2845.5 2850 4.9 2120 2820 2820 4.2 2270 2850 2850 7.4
2 2340 2780 32.3 2100 2764 2780 4.5 2100 2220 2240 4.5 2210 2780 2780 6.3
3 2560 2780 19.7 2010 2776.5 2780 4.4 2010 2560 2650 2.9 2220 2776.5 2780 3.7
1515_1 1 2900 3080 67.2 2230 3069 3070 39.4 2230 2950 2950 37.2 2450 3080 3080 41.1
2 3140 3270 200.3 2450 3270 3270 36.4 2450 3140 3140 21.6 2610 3130 3130 31.8
3 2810 3130 222.6 2320 3119 3130 39.6 2320 3120 3130 33.0 2490 3130 3130 39.3
1515_2 1 3860 4260 554.4 3200 4223 4230 36.8 3200 4050 4050 31.8 3380 4260 4260 39.8
2 3850 4150 189.9 3280 4141 4150 37.6 3280 3620 3950 35.4 3310 4150 4150 32.4
3 4010 4320 401.4 3350 4280.5 4300 35.6 3350 4000 4230 27.2 3420 4281.5 4300 33.6
2020_1 1 4140 4290 583.8 3370 4289 4290 62.4 3370 4230 4230 52.8 3430 4290 4290 67.6
2 3560 4330 177.1 3350 4220 4250 63.4 3350 3780 3780 65.4 3370 4330 4330 74.9
3 4070 4340 444.7 3450 4294.5 4320 62.8 3450 4250 4250 66.2 3430 4340 4340 67.3
2020_2 1 5460 5660 6637.8 4400 5574.5 5610 60.6 4400 5544 5560 74.4 4450 5588 5620 77.9
2 5500 5730 2127.3 4380 5554.5 5630 57.2 4380 5347 5350 59.8 4440 5674 5690 69.4
3 5360 5680 2552.7 4390 5560.5 5620 56.4 4390 5380 5380 55.6 4450 5601 5630 63.1
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Table 4
Computational results of proposed method and other solution approaches for Group II problem instances.
Dataset No Solution obtained by
commercial software
Algorithm SA1 [40] Tabu search Hybrid method
Objective
function
value
CPU time
(seconds)
Initial
objective
function
value
Average
objective
function value
Best
objective
function
value
Average CPU
time
(seconds)
Initial
objective
function
value
Average
objective
function value
Best
objective
function
value
Average CPU
time
(seconds)
Initial
objective
function
value
Average
objective
function value
Best
objective
function
value
Average
CPU time
(seconds)
1020_1 1 7590 1578.9 5290 7145.50 7250 10.3 5290 7262.50 7300 7.2 5880 7335 7350 12.1
2 7560 2789.3 5130 6907.50 7070 12.5 5130 6811 6850 6.6 5700 7105.50 7130 15.6
3 7800 647.5 5500 7429.50 7490 14.2 5500 7322.50 7420 8.6 6110 7591.50 7640 15.8
1020_2 1 7660 1114.6 5340 7186 7360 10.8 5340 7274 7310 8.5 5930 7388.50 7420 14
2 8480 423.9 5720 7655.50 7760 12.2 5720 7853 7880 8.3 6360 7912 7950 15.5
3 7970 541.5 5350 7033 7160 11.3 5350 6890 7060 9.5 5930 7360.50 7420 13.2
2030_1 1 11010 10283.7 7750 10568.50 10680 80.6 7750 10429 10520 73.4 8610 10745.50 10770 92
2 11140 9265.6 7890 10718.50 10920 85.4 7890 10846 10890 88.6 8760 10940 10960 96.4
3 10920 18584.3 7560 10085 10230 74.8 7560 10243.50 10250 75.6 8440 10432 10550 82.3
2030_2 1 12880 55032.5 9030 12254.50 12390 105.6 9030 12403 12430 96.4 10040 12550 12550 121.9
2 13660 47060.9 9380 12287.50 12490 106.4 9380 12314.50 12660 98.2 10420 12904 13030 115.4
3 13450 22582.8 9200 12165.50 12410 108.2 9200 12006 12200 97.2 10220 12539.50 12780 118
2040_1 1 13210a –c 9360 12704 12920 106.8 9360 12647.50 12760 100.6 10400 12927 13000 123.6
2 14010 a – c 9590 12654.50 12890 109.3 9590 12521 12800 103.8 10650 13256.50 13320 119.9
3 14270 a – c 9910 12995 13220 110.2 9910 13011.50 13250 111.2 11010 13646.50 13770 118.7
2040_2 1 17240 a – c 11410 15423.50 15540 150.7 11410 15180 15540 142.4 12680 15576 15850 179.7
2 16700 a – c 11360 14856.50 15060 150 11360 14826 14870 140.2 12630 15653.50 15780 163.3
3 16690 a – c 11190 15034 15250 155.9 11190 14825 14960 156.8 12440 15049 15550 177.9
3060_1 1 21060 a – c 14810 19695 19830 528.7 14810 19558 19760 501.2 16450 20444.50 20570 587.7
2 20710 a – c 14300 19375.50 19550 600.7 14300 19269.50 19550 582.8 15880 19580.50 19860 626.1
3 21890 a – c 15380 20806.50 20910 523.8 15380 20566 20860 515.3 17090 21202.50 21370 545.3
3060_2 1 – b – c 17330 23498.50 23940 774.2 17330 23211.50 23880 703.5 19250 23363 24070 783.3
2 25010 a – c 17530 22782.50 23200 775.5 17530 22485.50 22950 718.5 19480 24272.50 24350 777.9
3 24110 a – c 16880 22793.50 23180 658.5 16880 22547.50 23100 632.6 18760 22983.50 23450 685.5
a The best known solution obtained within 24 h.
b The best known solution cannot be obtained within 24 h.
c CPU time¼24 h.
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approach could provide better initial solutions that lead to improve-
ments in terms of the quality of the solutions. Tables 3 and 4 show the
beneﬁt of using the Lagrangian relaxation approach to construct
better initial solutions (see the ﬁrst column for each method).
The results for solving the real problem datasets by the various
algorithms are also compared with that for the actual allocation
generated manually by the university. These results are summarized
in Table 6. We conclude that all the algorithms are able to provide
better solutions when compared to the manual allocation process,
and the hybrid algorithm performs the best out of all the algorithms.
One possible reason why the manual allocation process could not
perform well is that the university only restricted the maximum
number of course sections taught by a teacher per day by using a
constant number, i.e., 2 course sections for each teacher without
considering the total number of actual course sections taught by each
teacher. Instead of using such a constant number, we have proposed
constraints (14) and (15) to ensure that all the course sections taught
by a teacher would be spread evenly throughout the week.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a successful application of a hybrid
metaheuristic for solving a difﬁcult university course timetabling
problem. The problem presented in this paper consists of the
integrated teacher assignment and course scheduling sub-pro-
blems. We also present a mathematical programming model for
this problem.
The hybrid metaheuristic proposed in this paper is based on
Lagrangian relaxation and a simulated annealing algorithm. The
Lagrangian relaxation approach is ﬁrst applied to generate initial
feasible solutions in the construction phase. Good feasible
Table 5
Comparison of objective value deviations for algorithms SA1, TS and the hybrid method.
Dataset No Algorithm SA1 Algorithm TS Hybrid method (A)–(E) (B)–(F) (C)–(E) (D)–(F)
F1 (A) F2 (B) F1 (C) F2 (D) F1 (E) F2 (F)
55_1 1 2.65 2.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.65 2.65 0.00 0.00
2 0.00 0.00 18.27 15.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.27 15.38
3 0.78 0.78 21.57 21.57 0.00 0.00 0.78 0.78 21.57 21.57
55_2 1 0.00 0.00 12.40 12.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.40 12.40
2 1.17 1.17 10.45 6.31 0.00 0.00 1.17 1.17 10.45 6.31
3 0.00 0.00 9.09 0.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.09 0.83
1010_1 1 0.77 0.77 19.47 19.47 0.00 0.00 0.77 0.77 19.47 19.47
2 0.00 0.00 9.09 7.27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.09 7.27
3 0.05 0.05 3.47 3.47 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 3.47 3.47
1010_2 1 0.51 0.51 1.40 1.40 0.35 0.35 0.16 0.16 1.05 1.05
2 0.58 0.58 2014 19.42 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.58 20.14 19.42
3 0.13 0.13 7.91 4.68 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 7.78 4.68
1515_1 1 0.36 0.36 4.22 4.22 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.36 4.22 4.22
2 0.00 0.00 3.98 3.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.98 3.98
3 0.35 0.35 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35 0.35 0.32 0.00
1515_2 1 0.87 0.87 4.93 4.93 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.87 4.93 4.93
2 0.22 0.22 12.77 4.82 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.22 12.77 4.82
3 0.91 0.91 7.41 2.08 0.89 0.46 0.02 0.45 6.52 1.62
2020_1 1 0.02 0.02 1.40 1.40 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 1.40 1.40
2 2.54 2.54 12.70 12.70 0.00 0.00 2.54 2.54 12.70 12.70
3 1.05 1.05 2.07 2.07 0.00 0.00 1.05 1.05 2.07 2.07
2020_2 1 1.51 1.51 2.05 1.77 1.27 0.71 0.24 0.80 0.78 1.06
2 3.06 3.06 6.68 6.63 0.98 0.70 2.08 2.36 5.70 5.93
3 2.10 2.10 5.28 5.28 1.39 0.88 0.71 1.22 3.89 4.40
1020_1 1 5.86 5.86 4.31 3.82 3.36 3.16 2.50 2.70 0.95 0.66
2 8.63 8.63 9.91 9.39 6.01 5.69 2.62 2.94 3.90 3.70
3 4.75 4.75 6.12 4.87 2.67 2.05 2.08 2.70 3.45 2.82
1020_2 1 6.19 6.19 5.04 4.57 3.54 3.13 2.65 3.06 1.50 1.44
2 9.72 9.72 7.39 7.08 6.70 6.25 3.02 3.47 0.69 0.83
3 11.76 11.76 13.55 11.42 7.65 6.90 4.11 4.86 5.90 4.52
2030_1 1 4.01 4.01 5.28 4.45 2.40 2.18 1.61 1.83 2.88 2.27
2 3.78 3.78 2.64 2.24 1.80 1.62 1.98 2.16 0.84 0.62
3 7.65 7.65 6.20 6.14 4.47 3.39 3.18 4.26 1.73 2.75
2030_2 1 4.86 4.86 3.70 3.49 2.56 2.56 2.30 2.30 1.14 0.93
2 10.05 10.05 9.85 7.32 5.53 4.61 4.52 5.44 4.32 2.71
3 9.55 9.55 10.74 9.29 6.77 4.98 2.78 4.57 3.97 4.31
2040_1 1 3.83 3.83 4.26 3.41 2.14 1.59 1.69 2.24 2.12 1.82
2 9.68 9.68 10.63 8.64 5.38 4.93 4.30 4.75 5.25 3.71
3 8.93 8.93 8.82 7.15 4.37 3.50 4.56 5.43 4.45 3.65
2040_2 1 10.54 10.54 11.95 9.86 9.65 8.06 0.89 2.48 2.30 1.80
2 11.04 11.04 11.22 10.96 6.27 5.51 4.77 5.53 4.95 5.45
3 9.92 9.92 11.17 10.37 9.83 6.83 0.09 3.09 1.34 3.54
3060_1 1 6.48 6.48 7.13 6.17 2.92 2.33 3.56 4.15 4.21 3.84
2 6.44 6.44 6.96 5.60 5.45 4.10 0.99 2.34 1.51 1.50
3 4.95 4.95 6.05 4.71 3.14 2.38 1.81 2.57 2.91 2.33
3060_2 1 – – – – – – – – – –
2 8.91 8.91 10.09 8.24 2.95 2.64 5.96 6.27 7.14 5.60
3 5.46 5.46 6.48 4.19 4.67 2.74 0.79 2.72 1.81 1.45
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solutions to the original problem can be obtained by perturbing
nearly feasible solutions to the relaxed problem. These solutions
are further improved in the improvement phase by applying a
simulated annealing algorithm.
The performance of the proposed method is assessed by
applying it to several random problem instances with different
characteristics and two real problem instances. The computa-
tional results show that the proposed method is able to produce
good quality solutions. For some random problem instances, the
optimal solutions can be obtained by the proposed method. The
proposed method also performs better than the manual allocation
done by the university in solving the real problem instances.
Due to the differences in problem characteristics, the proposed
method was not tested on well-known instances, such as the
benchmark instances from the 2nd International Timetabling
Competition, which are based on real data from the University
of Udine [43], and the benchmark instances from the OR-Library
at Imperial College London [44]. As part of future research work,
extensions of the proposed method to solve more sophisticated
course timetabling problems can be explored. This includes
considering the constraints or requirements of other universities
that are not discussed in this paper, as well as incorporating other
sub-problems which are related to the classroom assignment and
the student scheduling problems. Such extensions would require
modiﬁcations of the proposed method to take into account new
constraints or objectives for the problem.
Another possible extension is to improve the proposed method
to obtain solutions of better quality. In the proposed method, a tabu
list with short term memory and an intensiﬁcation strategy have
been used. It might be useful to implement other strategies, such as
the diversiﬁcation strategy to encourage the search process to
examine unvisited regions and to generate solutions that differ in
signiﬁcant ways from those found previously. It would also be of
interest to incorporate other metaheuristics, such as the genetic
algorithm, into the proposed method, as these metaheuristics may
be able to obtain better solutions. In addition, since the performance
of the metaheuristics depends signiﬁcantly on how the values of the
associated parameters are set, optimization in the parameter set-
tings is an important future research area that could lead to greater
efﬁciency in the algorithms to solve the course timetabling problem.
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